
Chicago & Beaurains, June 15th, 2021 - Clariance, the specialists in spine implants, 
announces the completion of their anterior and lateral range and its global launch. 
On April 12th, 2021, the company received 510k clearance for their product Idys®-ALIF 3DTi, completing their 
anterior and lateral range package in the United-States.

Following this news, on May 25th, 2021 they received five new CE0459 certifications from the GMED in 
Europe. These approvals will enable Clariance to commercialize a full package of solutions for the anterior 
and lateral range, adding to their equally comprehensive cervical range.

For Thierry Manceau, CEO, the validation of this new offer reinforces the brand’s vision and convictions, 
perfectly aligned with the company’s promise to become the leading spinal architects by building a 
complete range, “from the bottom to the top.”

Mr. Manceau adds, “We now have a portfolio to match our ambition, and on all continents. Our implants 
include the use of multiple technologies and materials. Combined with our innovative instruments and the 
know-how of our surgeons, every day our products will demonstrate that architects of the spine are true 
builders.”

By covering the entire anterior and lateral range, Clariance emboldens surgeons to choose from all possible 
approaches in order to provide their patients with excellent lordosis correction with maximum stability.

For more information about Idys®-LLIF 3DTi, visit www.clariance-spine.com
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Clarisse Demarcq, Marketing Director, explains : “For surgeons who want a purely anterior approach with 
maximum stability, we have developed the Idys®-ALIF 3DTi which includes a secure cage, a plate, and 4 screws.”

Clariance also offers a zero-profile approach with the Idys®-ALIF ZP 3DTi, with four fixed-angle screws, 
designed to ensure an optimal grip.

For a lateral approach, Clariance has designed the Idys®-LLIF 3DTi, an implant that also uses an intelligently 
designed plate that allows for adapted screw angulation by the surgeon. Additionally, in order to provide 
the best possible comfort for the practitioner in this approach, Clariance has designed its own easy to use 
CLARVIEW retractor.

The whole range is printed in 3D Titanium, and each of these three products uses the same self-tapping 
spinal screws. “Our range has been designed in collaboration with surgeons from various backgrounds in 
order to meet the needs of all practitioners and techniques in use,” concludes Mrs. Demarcq.

About Clariance

Clariance is a French company specializing in the design, production, and distribution of
of spinal implants.
Since 2007, the company has been awarded with:

• One double ISO 13485 certification

• 15 commercial authorizations in the USA

• 22 commercial authorizations in Europe

• Four commercial authorizations in Japan

As true architects of the spine, Clariance Group’s ambition is to develop solutions that improve clinical 
outcomes. To do so, each of the Group’s products has been developed in close collaboration with 
international teams of surgeons. The company also maintains control over 100% of its manufacturing process, 
and is supported by an Executive Committee with over 35 years of experience in the medical device market. 
medical device market.
  
For more information about Idys®-LLIF 3DTi, visit www.clariance-spine.com
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